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Abstract—The SAFIR (Small Animal Fast Insert for mRi) PET

insert was proposed for quantitative dynamic acquisition inside a
preclinical 7T MRI scanner to study kinetics of short-lived
tracers. For this purpose, the SAFIR readout should be capable
of handling high count rates and achieving excellent timing
performance. We evaluated one of the available ASICs for SiPM
readout, namely STiC (SiPM Timing Chip) ver. 3.1. In this study,
we show the performances of the SAFIR PET detector with the
STiC ASIC readout. The SAFIR PET detector consists of an 8́
8 array of LYSO 2.1 mm ´ 2.1 mm ´ 12 mm crystals coupled,
with optical grease, to an 8́  8 array of SiPMs with a 2.0 mm´
2.0 mm photo-sensitive area. Signals from the individual SiPM
channels were digitized by the STiC ASIC. Hit’s arrival time and
Time-Over-Threshold (TOT) were recorded into time stamps
with 50.2 ps LSB. We obtained an average energy resolution of
18.5% FWHM at 511 keV photopeak after TOT non-linearity
correction and an average coincidence resolving time (CRT)
resolution of 244 ps FWHM with time walk correction that
satisfy our requirements specification on the detector
performance.

Index Terms—Performance; Photodetector technology;
SAFIR; STiC ASIC; SiPM;
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I. INTRODUCTION

OMBINED PET/MRI is considered to be more powerful
than combined PET/CT for pre-clinical studies because

MRI is able to provide functional information (functional
MRI, MR spectroscopy, and perfusion measurements) as well
as anatomical information with high spatial resolution and the
best soft tissue contrast [1]. In addition to the multi-parametric
imaging, PET/MR allows simultaneous data acquisition. For
those reasons, pre-clinical PET/MR scanners has been actively
developed by several research groups [2-12].

One of the benefits of simultaneous PET/MR acquisition is
that temporally varying multi-functional information from
PET and MRI can be cross-validated or monitored
simultaneously, for example, blood flow by PET and blood
oxygenation by fMRI or blood oxygenation by fMRI and
tracer metabolism in the brain by PET [1].

PET imaging of O-15 water is the gold standard for
measuring blood flow in vivo. However, because of its short
half-life (122 sec), dynamic PET imaging of O-15 water
suffers from the trade-off between temporal resolution and
counting statistics; short scan durations are used to achieve
high temporal resolution, but it often results in low counting
statistics and low signal-to-noise ratio [13, 14].

The SAFIR PET scanner is being designed for use in a pre-
clinical 7T MRI scanner (Bruker BioSpec 70/30 USR) for the
simultaneous PET/MR acquisitions. This system was proposed
for kinetic modeling studies of radiation tracers with short
half-life such as O-15 water in order to achieve both high
temporal resolution and high counting statistics. For the
purpose, the time frame of dynamic image acquisition will be
~2-5 sec to capture fast dynamics. Very high activity of up to
500 MBq will be injected into a small animal to achieve high
counting statistics in the short time frame. Data acquisition at
such high count rates is very challenging because of dead time
and pile-up effects and high random contributions [15]. None
of the existing pre-clinical PET scanners can handle such
high-rate data.

Figure 1 shows the SAFIR PET insert which has an inner
diameter of 130 mm, an outer diameter of 200 mm, and an
axial Field-Of-View (FOV) of 180 mm. The PET detector
heads (scintillator crystals coupled to SiPMs) and the readout-
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chips are located at the middle of the MR bore, while FPGAs
and power converters are located outside the imaging FOV. A
liquid-based cooling system is incorporated to maintain a
stable temperature. The inner and outer cylinder are made out
of carbon fiber composite materials for shielding.

The SAFIR PET detector employs a one-to-one coupling
design of scintillation crystals and photo-sensors in order to
avoid dead time and pile-up effects at high count rates. Five
surfaces of individual crystals are glued to Enhanced Specular
Reflectors (ESR from 3M Optical Systems), and the
uncovered crystal surface is coupled to a SiPM. Signals of the
individual SiPMs are read out and digitized by application
specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chips. This detector design
results in the reduction of counts per channel compared to
conventional PET block-detectors which utilize light sharing
schemes. Conventional block detector designs offer advantage
of significant reduction of the readout channels, but on the
other hand the counts per channel significantly increases.
Based on a Monte Carlo simulation study [16], the average
count per channel for the SAFIR PET geometry was estimated
to be ~40 kHz at 500 MBq activity.

In addition, coincidence events will be acquired using a
narrow coincidence time window of ~500 ps in order to reduce
the random contributions. It requires the SAFIR PET detectors
to have excellent timing resolution (<300 ps FWHM). In a
previous simulation study to evaluate the SAFIR PET
performances according to National Electrical Manufacturers
Association (NEMA) NU-4 2008 standards, we calculated
Noise Equivalent Count Rates (NECR) as a function of total
activity with various coincidence time windows [16]. The
results demonstrated that the NECR values dramatically
increased when using narrower coincidence windows
(≤500 ps). The NECR versus total activity curves continue
increasing up to 500 MBq without dead time effect. Using a
coincidence time window of 500 ps, the signal-to-noise ratio
can be improved by reducing random contributions. In order
to fulfill such requirements, a fast electronics with high count
rate capability is required [17].

We consider several ASICs for the SAFIR readout. One of
the candidates is STiC ASIC ver. 3.1 developed by KIP
Heidelberg [18]. Recently, we have assessed the high-rate
capability of the STiC ASICs using18F-FDG with the high
activity equivalent to 500 MBq at the SAFIR geometry in the
previous high-rate study [19]. Although a different crystal size
was used in the high-rate study, counting performance of the

STiC ASICs was extrapolated with correction of the crystal
size and geometric factor of the test setup. STiC showed a
linear counting response up to a single channel rate of
100 kHz obtained at 500 MBq activity in the SAFIR PET
geometry.

In this study, we evaluated the detector performance of the
SAFIR PET prototype; output non-linearity due to the SiPM
device saturation, light diffusion within a block, and energy-
and timing-performances of the SAFIR PET prototype with
the STiC readout. Our detector requirements specification is
an energy resolution of less than 20% and the CRT resolution
of less than 300 ps FWHM with the small pixel size of the
detector (~2 mḿ  ~2 mm).

II. M ATERIALS AND MATHODS

A. The SAFIR Prototype Detector

The SAFIR PET detector is composed of an 8´ 8 array of
Lutetium Yttrium OxyorthoSilicate (LYSO) 2.1 mḿ 2.1 mm
´ 12 mm crystals (Agile Technologies) and an 8´ 8 array of
SiPMs with an effective photo-sensitive area per channel of
2.0 mm ´ 2.0 mm (Hamamatsu S13361-2050AE-08), as
shown in Fig. 2(a). The SiPMs have 1584 micro-cells with a
micro-cell size of 50 たm. All surfaces of the LYSO crystals
are mechanically polished and the surfaces of the crystals are
glued on ESR reflectors except one surface facing the SiPM
surface. In a crystal array, both sides of the ESR reflectors are
glued to the crystals. All crystals are one-to-one coupled to the
SiPMs using optical grease. The crystal pitch is 2.2 mm which
matches with the SiPM-channel pitch of 2.2 mm.

B. VME Setup to Measure SiPM Device Saturation and Light
Diffusion in a Block

Since the SAFIR detector head utilizes the “one-to-one”
coupling design, a large amount of scintillation light is
focused on one SiPM channel which has the limited number of
micro-cells. It causes SiPM output saturation due to high
photon flux rate. On the other hand, even with the “one-to-
one” coupling, scintillation light can spread within a detector
block because of two main causes: (i) light diffusion through
glue- and epoxy-layers on a SiPM array and (ii) light
transmission through ESR reflectors optically bonded to
crystals due to the quenched reflectivity [20]. Thus, we

Fig. 1. The SAFIR PET scanner composed of detector heads, ASICs,
FPGAs, and power converters.

Fig. 2.  (a) An 8 x 8 array of LYSO scintillation crystals and an 8 x 8
array of SiPMs and (b) the test setup using two SAFIR PET detectors
each connected to one STiC ASIC chip and a Na-22 point source placed
between two detectors.



investigated the non-linear signal output due to the SiPM
device saturation and light diffusion within a block for the
SAFIR detector, using a 16 channel Charge-to-Digital
Converter (QDC VME module, CAEN v792). Because of the
available channel number of the QDC module, a 4´ 4 detector
head composed of a 4́ 4 crystal array and a 4́ 4 SiPM array
was built and used for the QDC measurements. Except of the
number of elements (64® 16 channels), all materials and
dimensions are same as the prototype detector head described
in the section II-A.

We performed three measurements, Lu-176 intrinsic
radiation, Na-22 radiation, and single photon measurements.
The output non-linearity of the SAFIR detector head was
evaluated by comparing the measured signal charges to the
corresponding gamma energies for four photo-peaks, 202 keV
and 307 keV for Lu-176 intrinsic, and 511 keV and 1275 keV
for Na-22 radiation. Light diffusion within a block was
calculated from the Na-22 measurements when 511 keV
gamma rays interacted with one of crystals in a block. Single
photon spectrum was used for calculating the SiPM gain. The
SiPM gain is needed for calculating the number of observed
photoelectrons corresponding to the measured charge values.

The analog signals from the SiPMs were connected to a 16
channel pre-amplifier with two outputs per channel (for the
QDC and a trigger board). The pre-amplifier offers two
different gains which can be selected for interesting signal
levels: low gain for radiation measurements (> 1000 photons),
and high gain for the single photon measurements. The
amplified signal charges from 16 channels were integrated and
recorded in the QDC module while the QDC were receiving
“GATE” input. In the three measurements, different trigger
signals were used for the “GATE” input.

For the Lu-176 intrinsic measurement, a trigger signal for
the detector head (from a trigger board) was connected to the
“GATE” input. In the trigger board, the amplified signals from
16 channels were connected to a leading-edge-discriminator
and “OR” circuit to generate the trigger signal for the detector
head.

Na-22 radiation was measured by coincidence detection
with a one-channel reference detector composed of a 2 mm´
2 mm´ 10 mm LYSO crystal and a one-channel SiPM. Na-22
point source was placed between the detector head and the
reference detector. Trigger signals for the two detectors were
generated in the above-mentioned process, and combined via
“AND” circuit to generate a coincidence trigger in the trigger
board. The coincidence trigger was connected to the “GATE”
input for the Na-22 radiation measurement.

For the single photon measurement, without scintillation
crystals, SiPM devices were illuminated by a blue light
emitting diode (blue LED) which was operated, with 5 ns
rise/fall time and 20 ns pulse width, by a pulse generator
(Agilent 22350A). A sync pulse of the pulse generator was
used as a trigger signal for measuring single photons, and
connected to the “GATE” input. For all measurements
mentioned in this section, a pulse width of “GATE” input was
300 ns and SiPMs were operated at the recommended

operation voltage by Hamamatsu (over-voltage of 3V).

C. STiC ver.3.1

STiC is a 64-channel readout ASIC specifically developed
by the EndoTOFPET-US project to achieve excellent timing
performance with SiPM devices [18]. Each channel has two
discriminators; i) a low-threshold (T-threshold) discriminator
that generates a trigger of hit’s arrival by the leading edge of
the signal pulse crossing the low-threshold; and ii) a high-
threshold (E-threshold) discriminator that generates a trigger
of valid hits. The time difference between the leading edge
with T-threshold and the falling edge of the pulse crossing E-
threshold is used for Time-Over-Threshold (TOT)
measurements as signal charge information. STiC provides a
so-called “linearized TOT” method which provides a better
linearity than conventional TOT methods. The “linearized
TOT” was implemented by charge collection and linear
discharge ramp [21]. In other words, the signal charge is
stored on the SiPM and is discharged with constant current. As
a consequence the total discharge time is proportional to the
total detected charge. The TOT response therefore becomes
linearized to the total signal charge providing better energy
performance. The amount of the discharge current can be
adjusted by a STiC configuration parameter, namely
“inputBias”. The TOT value and the hit arrival time are
recorded into time stamps with 50.2 ps LSB width.  The STiC
chip has two TDC modules in which Phase Lock Loop (PLL)
is used to lock a 16-stage voltage controlled ring oscillator
(VCO) to a reference clock with 625 MHz and the VCO
output feeds up a 15-bit coarse counter [22]. The state of the
VCO (as fine counter) and the coarse counter value are stored
for the arrival time and the TOT of each hit.

D. STiC Readout Setup to Measure Detector Performance

Figure 2(b) shows the test setup to measure detector
performances with STiC readout. Each detector head (8´ 8
array) was connected to a 64-channel STiC readout ASIC for
an individual readout of each SiPM channel. Two ASIC chips
were mounted on a thermal pad coupled to a water-cooled
copper plate to maintain a stable temperature, and connected
to the mother board. The two ASICs were synchronized
through the mother board and their digital signals were read
out by an FPGA on the mother board; the mother board and
the FPGA readout were provided by KIP Heidelberg. More
details of the mother board and DAQ hardware can be found
in [23, 24].

When the detectors and ASIC chips were powered, the
temperatures on the thermal pad and on the PCB board near
the ASIC chip were 18.5oC and 25oC, respectively. SiPMs
were operated at 55.6V (Vop) corresponding to an over-voltage
(〉V = Vop – Vbr) of ~3.0 V. A Na-22 radiation point source
was placed in the middle of the two detectors, and irradiated at
the side of the detectors.

TDCs on the STiC ASICs were calibrated while injecting
test pulses with a pre-fixed period and calculating the period



of the test pulses. The TDC configurations were determined to
find the known period and to ensure the PLL to be locked. The
differential-non-linearity (DNL) of the individual TDC stages
was measured, and the integral-non-linearity (INL) was
calculated. The TDC non-linearity (DNL/INL) was corrected
in an off-line process using the calculated compensation look-
up table.

For optimizing detector performance, we adjusted three
STiC configuration parameters for individual channels; T-
thresholds, E-thresholds, and the parameter “inputBias”. TOT
spectra of Lu-176 intrinsic and Na-22 radiations were obtained
to measure the TOT non-linearity to the gamma ray energies.
This non-linearity includes two effects: non-linear response of
TOT method and SiPM device saturation due to the small total
number of micro-cells. The measured TOT non-linearity was
used to calculate a linearized energy spectrum. Energy
resolutions were calculated after the non-linearity correction.

Timing performance was evaluated with coincidence
detections as shown in Fig. 2(b). Singles data were acquired in
list mode, and the coincidence events were generated in the
off-line process applying various energy windows, ±1.5j
around 511 keV photo-peaks, 350-650 keV, and 250-750 keV,
and a coincidence time window of 10 ns.  Time walk effects
were measured and corrected for calculating coincidence
resolving time (CRT).

III. RESULTS ANDDISCUSSIONS

In the following sections A and B, we report the SiPM
device saturation and light diffusion within a block measured
on the QDC VME setup. In the following sections C, D, and
E, we show the energy and timing performances measured by
STiC readout with the same configuration (sections III-C and
III-D) and with various configurations (section III-E).

A. SiPM device saturation

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show QDC spectra of Lu-176 intrinsic
and Na-22 radiations measured from the same channel of the
SAFIR detector. For four photo-peaks in the two spectra,
202 keV and 307 keV in the Lu-176 spectrum and 511 keV
and 1275 keV in the Na-22 spectrum, the measured charge
outputs (QDC values) were compared to the corresponding
gamma-ray energies for the evaluation of the SiPM device
saturation.

Figure 4 shows the non-linear response of observed
photoelectrons versus gamma-ray energy. The number of
observed photoelectrons was calculated from the measured
charge value divided by the SiPM gain, pre-amplifier gain,
and electron charge. Four data points were fitted by a negative
exponential function in equation (1) which describes the SiPM
saturation behavior in terms of a relationship among the
number of photons that arrived at the sensor, the number of
fired micro-cells, and the total number of micro-cells per a
channel [25].

               Npe   =    a (1 – exp(−bE)) (1)
               N’pe  =    a · b · E (2)

where Npe is the number of observed photon-electrons, E is the
corresponding gamma energy, and N’pe is the ideal number of
observed photo-electrons calculated by assuming if there were
no saturations in SiPMs.

In the Fig. 4, the fitted equation (1) was shown in the
dashed red line and the calculated equation (2) in the solid
blue line. The SiPM device saturation was estimated to be
~31% at 511 keV gamma ray energy.

Fig. 3. QDC spectra of (a) intrinsic Lu-176 radiations included in the
LYSO scintillation crystals and (b) a Na-22 radiation source.

Fig. 4. The non-linearity of the number of observed photo-electrons
versus gamma-ray energy in keV. The fitted equation (1) was shown in
the dashed red line and the calculated equation (2) in the solid blue line.



For the 1275 keV photo-peak events, we observed a larger
number of photo-electrons than the total number of micro-
cells per channel. Because the SiPM produced by Hamamatsu
has faster recovery time (50 ns) than the duration of one event
(~200 ns), recovering or recovered cells can contribute to
increasing signal [26]. The SiPM gain used for calculating the
number of observed photoelectrons was experimentally
measured from a single photon spectrum in Fig. 5.  The single
photon QDC spectrum was measured from the same SiPM
channel without crystals while illuminated by blue LED. SiPM
gain was calculated to be 1.95´ 106 at 22oC from the charge
difference between two peaks divided by electron charge and
pre-amplifier gain. The SiPM gain was expected to be
1.7´ 106 at 25 oC at the recommended operation voltage
provided in a data sheet. The difference between the measured
gain and the expected gain was caused by the temperature
difference (〉T = 3 oC).

B. Light diffusion within a block

In this section, we show light diffusion within a block
measured by the QDC VME module. 2-D signal distribution
on the 4 x 4 array was shown in Fig. 6. The signal distribution
was obtained when 511 keV photo-peak events were observed
at channel C-2. Text shows a percentage ratio (%) of the given
signal to the total sum of 16 channel signals. About 64% of the
total signal, which is corresponding to ~1400 photoelectrons
with ~31% saturation (Fig. 4), was observed at the interacted
channel C-2. The rest of 36% of the total signal, which is
corresponding to ~787 photo-electrons, were observed on the
neighbor channels. It indicated that our SAFIR detector has
light diffusion within a block probably due to the glue- and
epoxy-layers between crystals and SiPMs and the quenched
reflectivity of ESR reflectors glued on the both sides. It
requires E-thresholds to be set high enough to reject the
neighbor signals caused by light diffusion.

C. TOT Spectra and Energy Performance

This section describes TOT and energy performance
obtained with the same STiC configurations, specifically the
DAC value of 10 for T-thresholds and 11 for “inputBias” over
all channels and E-thresholds around 50 keV to 100 keV
adjusted for the individual channels. An event is valid if its
signal level is above the E-threshold, and its arrival time is
determined with the T-threshold. The bandwidth of the input
stage and the TOT response depend on the “inputBias”
parameter.

Fig. 5. Single photon spectrum of a 2 mm x 2 mm SiPM measured with
blue LED light emission.

Fig. 6. 2-D signal distribution on a 4 x 4 channel array when 511 keV
photo-peak events were detected at channel C-2. Text shows a percentage
ratio of the given signal to the total sum of 16 channel signals.

Fig. 7. TOT spectra of (a) intrinsic Lu-176 radiations included in the
LYSO scintillation crystals and (b) a Na-22 radiation source measured
from the same channel (Ch. 30) with the same STiC configuration.



Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show TOT spectra of the Lu-176
intrinsic and the Na-22 radiations obtained from the same
channel (ch.30), respectively. The central values of the four
photo-peaks corresponding to 202 keV, 307 keV in the Lu-176
intrinsic spectrum, 511 keV, and 1275 keV in Na-22 spectrum
were used for estimating the TOT non-linearity, as shown in
Fig. 8. These four data points were fitted with a negative
exponential function in equation (3) described by the dashed
red line.

TOT(E) = c + a (1 – exp(−bE)) (3)

The equation (3) was defined by the SiPM non-linear response
like the equation (1). The inverse of the equation was applied
to the TOT values in order to obtain the linearized energy
spectrum in Fig. 9. The energy resolution for the channel 30
was calculated to be 17.9% at FWHM for 511 keV photo-peak
after non-linearity correction. The TOT non-linearity response
was measured and corrected on a crystal-by-crystal basis.
Figures 10 and 11 show the TOT non-linearity curves and the
linearized energy histograms, respectively, for one-quarter of
total number of crystals (from ch. 48 to ch. 63).

Fig. 8. The non-linearity of the TOT value in ns versus gamma-ray
energy in keV for channel 30. Four data points were fitted by equation
(3), as shown in the dashed red line.

Fig. 9. The linearized energy spectrum in keV for channel 30. Three
energy windows were described, ±1.5j around 511 keV photo-peak in the
red line, 350 keV – 650 keV in the green line, and 250 keV – 750 keV in
the blue line.

Fig. 10. TOT non-linearity curves for 16 channels (channel 48 - 63).

Fig. 11. The linearized energy histograms in keV for 16 channels (ch. 48 -
63) with various energy windows; ±1.5j around 511 keV photo-peak in
red line, 350 keV – 650 keV in green line, and 250 keV – 750 keV in blue
line.

Fig. 12. Energy resolutions after non-linearity correction for 64 channels
in a detector were shown in the 2D color histogram.



    In Fig. 11, three kinds of energy windows were described in
the energy histograms; ±1.5j around 511 keV photo-peak in
the red line, 350 keV – 650 keV in the green line, and 250 keV
– 750 keV in the blue line. Figure 12 shows the energy
resolutions for all 64 channels. The range of the energy
resolutions were from 16% to 21%. An average energy
resolution of 18.9% was calculated over all channels in the
two detectors.

D. CRT Measurements with time walk correction

CRT performance shown in this section was obtained with
the same STiC configurations as the section III-C.

Since a time-trigger pulse was generated by a leading-edge-
discriminator in STiC, the triggered time was shifted by signal
amplitude. This effect is called “time walk”. We observed
time walk effect in STiC using a wide-open energy window
(100 keV – 800 keV) for one detector and a narrow energy
window (±1.5j around 511 keV) for the other detector. Time
walk curves for 16 crystals (one-quarter of the total number)
were shown in Fig. 13. Coincidence-event counts varies
depending the crystal location because of the test setup in
which two detectors were irradiated at the side, as shown in
Figure 2(b). Coincidence time differences (delta T calculated
by t0 – t1, where t0 is time stamp for detector #0 and t1 for
detector #1) were shifted as a function of gamma-ray energy.
These time walk curves were obtained by a crystal by crystal
basis, and were fitted by a third degree polynomial function.
Time walk between the given energy and 511 keV photo-peak
was calculated by the fitted function and corrected on an
event-by-event basis.

    CRT distributions were generated for individual crystal-to-
crystal pairs between two detectors by using a coincidence
time window of 10 ns and three kinds of energy windows,
±1.5j around the 511 keV photo-peak, 350 keV – 650 keV,
and 250 – 750 keV. Figure 14 shows the CRT distribution of
one coincidence pair between channel 2 in detector #0 and
channel 30 in detector #1. This was calculated by energy

window of ±1.5j around 511 keV with time walk correction.
CRT sigma of 97.1 ps (229.2 ps FWHM) was obtained by
fitting the CRT histogram with a Gaussian function. Figure 15
shows the CRT sigma versus the entries of the corresponding
CRT histograms for all coincidence pairs that have more than
100 entries. The average CRT resolution with time walk
correction was estimated to be ~103 ps sigma (~244 ps
FWHM) over 381 crystal pairs, shown by the fitted red line in
Fig. 15.  Because of the geometric effect of the coincidence
measurements using a Na-22 point source between two
detectors (Fig. 2(b)), limited number of crystal pairs can get
coincidence events.

In the table I, average CRT resolutions with/without time
walk correction for different energy windows were
summarized. Time walk effect increases as using wider energy
windows, time walk correction is important for the wide
energy window such as 250 keV – 750 keV. Average CRT
resolutions with time walk correction were calculated to be
244 ps FWHM with energy window of ±1.5j around 511 keV
photo-peak, 254 ps FWHM with energy window of 350 keV –
650 keV, and 288 ps FWHM with energy window of 250 keV
– 750 keV.

Fig. 13. Time walk effect for 16 crystals (channel 48 – 63). Coincidence
time difference (Delta T) was shifted as a function of energy.

Fig. 14. CRT histogram of one crystal pair between channel 2 in the
detector #0 and channel 35 in the detector #1.

Fig. 15. CRT sigma vs. entries in the CRT distribution for individual
crystal pairs



E. Detector performance with various STiC configurations

  In this section, we show energy and CRT performances
obtained with various STiC configurations. TOT spectra in
Figures from 16(a) to 16(e) were measured with “inputBias”
parameter of 3, 7, 11, 15, and 19, respectively, while T- and E-
thresholds were fixed.

Fig. 16 indicated that a linearity of TOT response can be
improved by adjusting “inputBias” parameter for an
interesting signal level. When the “inputBias” was set to the
small value, TOT response shows a good linearity for small
signals, but saturation for large signals. When the “inputBias”
was set to large value, TOT has better linearity for large
signals.

Fig. 16. TOT spectra of Lu-176 intrinsic in blue and Na-22 in red with the
“inputBias” parameters of (a) 3, (b) 7, (c) 11, (d) 15, and (e) 19.

Fig. 17. Average energy resolution over 64 channels versus STiC
configuration setting of “inputBias” parameter. Error bars show the
standard deviation of the populations of energy resolutions over 64
channels.

Fig. 18. Average CRT FWHM resolution with (a) various “inputBias”
while fixing T-thresholds to be 10 and with (b) various T-thresholds
settings while fixing “inputBias” to be 11.

TABLE I
AVERAGECRT RESOLUTIONS WITH VARIOUS ENERGY WINDOWS

WITH/WITHOUT TIME WALK CORRECTION

Energy window

Average CRT
resolution at FWHM
without time walk

correction

Average CRT
resolution at FWHM

with time walk
correction

± 1.5 j 246 ps 244 ps

350 keV – 650 keV 267 ps 254 ps

250 keV – 750 keV 365 ps 288 ps



Average energy resolution as a function of “inputBias”
setting was shown in Figure 17. The energy resolutions were
calculated after the TOT non-linearity correction described in
section III-C.  Good energy resolutions less than 20% were
obtained in a wide range of “inputBias” setting from 7 to 15.

Average CRT FWHM resolutions as functions of
“inputBias” and T-threshold were shown in Figures 18(a) and
18(b), respectively. The Larger DAC value of T-thresholds
corresponds to lower threshold. The average CRT resolutions
were calculated with energy window of ±1.5 j around 511
keV and without time walk correction.

Based on the results in Figures 17 and 18(a), DAC setting
of 11 for “inputBias” parameter looks suitable for signal level
of the SAFIR detector in terms of energy and timing
performances. We obtained an average energy resolution of
18.5% and average CRT resolution of 246 ps FWHM with the
“inputBias” of 11 and T-thresholds of 10 without time walk
correction. In Figure 18(b), low timing threshold just above
the noise level (DAC value of 25) leads to about 20 ps
improvement of CRT resolution. When using a larger DAC
value than 25 for T-thresholds, several channels started
detecting noise which causes degradation in TOT response as
well as in CRT performance.  We concluded that STiC chip is
starting to trigger noise with DAC values greater than 25 for
T-thresholds.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

In this study, we investigated the performance of the STiC
v3.1 ASIC with the foreseen SAFIR detectors; output non-
linearity due to the SiPM device saturation, light diffusion
within a block, and energy- and timing-performances of the
SAFIR prototype detector with the STiC readout. A SiPM
device saturation of ~31% at 511 keV gamma energy was
observed due to high photon flux focused on one SiPM
channel which has the limited number of micro-cells. On the
other hand, even with the one-to-one coupling, we observed
that scintillation light was spread over neighbor channels
probably through glue- and epoxy-layers on a SiPM array and
ESR reflector with quenched reflectivity. In order to avoid
detecting those light diffusion hits, E-threshold of individual
channels need to be adjusted high enough to avoid detecting
hits originating from light spread to neighbors. Energy and
CRT performances were measured by the STiC readout with
different configurations. This measurement demonstrates that
STiC provides good energy (TOT) and excellent timing
performance for a wide range of configuration setting. We
obtained the average energy resolution of 18.5% after TOT
non-linearity correction and the average CRT resolution of
244 ps FWHM with time walk correction, which satisfy our
requirements on the detector performances. Next, the detector
performance will be evaluated inside the MR scanner in order
to check the MR-compatibility of the STiC chip.
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